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1.
Introduction
Optical
sizes?

I applied for the EsadType programme with the proposition to undertake A comparative study into the implementation of optical sizes in
sans serif typeface designs. Prior to that, preparation-reading for the
course in order to find a field worth exploring had included Tim Ahrens’
and Shoko Mugikura’s Size specific adjustments to type designs, the
updated and extended 2014 re-publication of Ahrens’s paper delivered
as part of his MA in Typeface Design at the University of Reading in
2007.1
It was the main impetus for my suggestion. I was interested in
designing a grotesque and had realised that from the 105 typefaces in
the specimen section of the aforementioned book, only 17 are sans
serif typefaces. My plan was to research into this category specifically,
how technology shaped the history of size-specific adjustments to
sans serif typefaces and how this form of visual compensation could
be employed nowadays and in the future – having the possibilities in
mind variable fonts might offer.
Being accepted to EsadType, the practical part of the first semester comprised type cookers and a revival project. During that time,
me and the other three students started working on the theoretical
background of our main projects as well. I stuck to the sans serif
theme chosen beforehand, analysing the means of optical sizing in
four categories (letter shapes and details, weight and contrast, spacing,
vertical proportions and metrics).
Library visits were scheduled for the second semester, so my
analysis comprised 40 digitally available sans serif typefaces in the
beginning. Following the first presentation in December 2017, I changed
the scope of the project, after receiving justified feedback that I was
merely exemplifying already well documented methods.
At this point, I had chosen editorial design as the intended field of
application for my personal project. My focus became analysing this
realm, to narrow it down to a more specific field therein, gain insights
on how sans serif typefaces are used and which conclusions I can
draw from there for my personal design project.
The mémoire describes this undertaking and the subsequent design
process of Redaktion. The name chosen refers to the envisioned use
environment for the typeface family. It is German for editorial office or
department as well as for editorial staff.

1 Tim Ahrens, Shoko Mugikura: Sizespecific adjustments to type designs,
Just Another Foundry, Munich 2014
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2.1.
Magazine Newspublishing
Today

During the first semester, I analysed magazines from four categories
of content orientation. I was particularly interested in the ways
sans serif typefaces are used in these realms: art and design, fashion,
music, and news magazines including trade journals. At the end of
February 2018, I narrowed down the selection and settled on the latter
named category: news publishing. It is a field of keen personal interest.
I consume a lot of news, reading on- and offline, and was convinced
that designing a typeface family for this environment would be an
interesting challenge to tackle.
Printed magazines were my main focus for several reasons. Their
layouts are usually more diversified; even rigid magazine design
guidelines offer the editorial art direction possibilities to vary certain
aspects of micro and macro typography. The content of news outlets’
websites is delivered with content management systems in the background. No matter if fluid containers are employed to offer a fully
responsive site or a desktop optimised version is working alongside
a dedicated mobile one. The fast online news cycle with constant
updates requires a standardised system with little creative freedom
in the day-to-day routine. Even for large media outlets with an inhouse digital design team like the Süddeutsche Zeitung 2, enriched
multimedia articles are only an occasional exception to the rule and
reserved for outstanding pieces.
I am fully aware of the difficulties the news branch faces in North
America and Europe. The newspaper industry in particular has been
undergoing a crisis, though its future doesn’t appear to be as dim as
predicted during the 2000s. The Economist asked “Who killed the
newspaper?” in 2006 and forecasted that “over the next few decades
half the rich world’s general papers may fold.”3
However, the rise of online journalism means readers are less
willing to pay and shifting ad revenues force companies to restructure
their products. They have to cut costs in print. Those who can’t make
the transition have to phase out ultimately. For most, the “digital first”
principle has been adopted, meaning that digital editions are the main
concern. Costly print editions are still important but increasingly of
secondary importance on the tandem.4 The Intercept, a news publication dedicated to “adversarial journalism” (self ascription5) has been
available exclusively online since its launch in February 2014.

“The age of the printed newspaper has come
to an end. Journalism continues to live online.”
The German taz. die tageszeitung newspaper’s managing director
wrote this to the publishers’ cooperative society members in March
2018.6 The publisher taz relaunched its quarterly news magazine in
2017. The newspaper will very likely cease to exist as a daily issue but
retain a weekend edition with focus on in-depth analysis and long
reads.

2 projekte.sueddeutsche.de/
3 N. a.: Who killed the newspaper?,
24.8.2006
economist.com/leaders/2006/08/24/whokilled-the-newspaper
4 Francesco Franchi: Designing News,
Changing the World of Editorial Design
and Information Graphics, Gestalten,
Berlin 2013; p.49
5 theintercept.com/about/
6 Karl-Heinz Ruch: Szenario 2022, in:
Mitglieder-Info No. 28, taz Verlagsgenossenschaft, Berlin 2018
taz.de/fileadmin/static/pdf/tazGeno_Mitgliederinfo28.pdf

8
7 Sarah Dawood: The Guardian Weekly
redesigns to become a “global” news
magazine, 10.10.2018
designweek.co.uk/issues/8-14-october-2018/the-guardian-weekly-redesignsto-become-a-global-news-magazine/
8 Luis Mendo: Foreword, p. 5 in:
Laura Meseguer: TypoMag, BIS Publishers,
Amsterdam 2011

The Guardian has recently concluded such a period. The weekend
newspaper The Guardian weekly was redesigned with a more global
claim - transformed into a magazine.7 Journalism style and content
quality might be equally available in a digital form, but a well
developed haptic offline experience is a selling point. To sum it up
with the words of Luis Mendo:8

“In an era when we are literally immersed in
messages, the personality, size, font and the
treatment of type can tell you much more
than words alone can.”
Typography is a main identity defining, differentiating element able
to make a news outlet stand out from the crowd and distinguish it
from its competitors. The new format of The Guardian weekly offers
more possibilities for the companies’ bespoke corporate type to make
a difference. But I am convinced that even without the luxury of
being able to speak in such a unique voice, news magazine publishers
should hold onto print and regard it as an asset to spread excellent,
outstanding journalistic content in a form with additional haptic value
and graphic quality from time to time, worthy to be kept or archived
by readers – even when the day-to-day business has to be operated
digitally.
We might live through the dusk of printed newspapers, but I am
convinced printed news magazines are here to stay.

2.2.
AnalySing
magazines
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Zenith
Zenith is a magazine focusing on politics, economy, society and culture
of the Middle East and North Africa, that is to say Muslim-dominated
regions and Israel. It used to be published as a quarterly magazine but
switched to a bi-annual distribution in 2018 with occasional special
issues (trilingual content in English, German, and Arabic is now more
frequently delivered via the publication’s online presence).
A serif typeface is only used for some articles’ headlines and
body copy outside the focus topic: Chronicle Text (Hoefler & Co, 2002).
Everything else is set in Gotham Narrow (Hoefler & Co, 2002); from
folio9 to byline10, from pulled quotes, explanatory schemata, graphs
and accompanying text to boxed written content and drop initials.
Light is used for running text and captions as well as in sizes down
to 6 pt. for content index and imprint, together with Medium for
distinctions. Captions are separated from the main content by means
of type size and colour, or border lines and weight for an author’s
short biography in Extra Light [fig. 1].
Other than that, Extra Light is used only in display sizes. Apart from
the most lightweight Thin, Zenith employs the full range of Gotham
Narrow’s weights for headlines to create contrast between its different
forms [fig. 1]: Scrap line11, main headline and standfirst12. The blackest
weight Ultra functions as a container for the opening image on a photo
editorial about the interior of contemporary Iranian homes.

9 Folio: Info on top or bottom of a page.
In [fig. 1] it consists of the section title
“ANALYSEN” [analysis], publication issue
and page number.
10 Byline in [fig. 1] states author and type
of article.
11 Scrap line: A subsidiary heading
above the main headline. In fig. 1 “KURZ
ERKLÄRT” [briefly explained] could be
regarded as such, as well as the following
location specification “SAUDI-ARABIEN”
[Saudi-Arabia].
12 Standfirst (U.K.) or kicker (U.S.): A brief
introductory summary of the article in
form of a subheadline
www.waywordradio.org/standfirst/

↓ fig. 3 Candid Foundation (ed.):
Zenith 3/2017; Deutscher Levante Verlag,
Berlin 2017; Cover

↑ fig. 2 Zenith 3/2017, p. 18-19
← fig. 1 Zenith 3/2017, p. 19 (100%)

↑ fig. 5 Zenith 3/2017, p. 7
A section of the table of contents and
imprint; small text in 6 pt.

← fig. 4 Zenith 3/2017, p. 112 (100%)
Headline set in Gotham Narrow Ultra
as image container
→ fig. 6 Zenith 3/2017, p. 112-113
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Fotos für die Pressefreiheit
Fotos für die Pressefreiheit [Photos for the freedom of the press] is a
photo volume published annually on May 3rd, World Press Freedom
Day, by the German section of reporters without borders. Body copy
is set in Romain by Swiss Typefaces, headlines in Romain Headline
(Swiss Typefaces, 2007).
Working alongside the serif typeface is Bureau Grot (Font Bureau,
1989), most prominently in 9 pt. and 7 pt. Light and Bold for the
freedom of the press ranking index, which also functions as the table
of contents [fig. 11].
17 pt. pull quotes inserted as panels into the column grid create
an optical break [fig. 7] and function as subheadings13. The grotesque
also enriches the article series from the facts section focussing on
the situation of press freedom in selected countries around the world
with additional info outside the running text, like its press freedom
index in Bold red figures [fig. 10].
After all, Fotos für die Pressefreiheit features photography. The
Photographers provide the published images’ rights free of charge to
support the organisation. For the image captions and photographer
bylines, Bureau Grot in 8 pt. Light and Medium is utilised throughout.
Typeface and size, together with the white space around them, separate it clearly from other editorial content [fig. 10].

13 Horst Moser: The Art Directors' Handbook of Professional Magazine Design,
Thames & Hudson Ltd, London 2003;
p. 129

← fig. 7 Fotos für die Pressefreiheit 2014, p. 12 (100%)
↓ fig. 8 Fotos für die Pressefreiheit 2014, p. 24-25

↑ fig. 9 Reporter ohne Grenzen e. V. (ed.):
Fotos für die Pressefreiheit 2014, taz
Verlags- und Vertriebs-GmbH, Berlin 2014;
Cover

↑ fig. 10 Fotos für die Pressefreiheit 2014, p. 24-25 (100%)

↓ fig. 11 Fotos für die Pressefreiheit 2014, p. 10-11 (100%)
Freedom of the press ranking index, which also functions
as the table of contents
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Zeitmagazin
ZEITmagazin is a supplement to the weekly German newspaper Die
Zeit. It is comparable with other inserts like the NY Times Magazine,
filling the gap outside traditional newspaper coverage: reportages,
portraits, interviews and columns. Furthermore, contents reliant on
imagery benefit from the enhanced printing quality (in comparison
with standard, low-cost, non-archival newsprint paper): Illustrations,
photography- and fashion-editorials, as well as advertisement.
The presentation is more emotional and vivid than its mother
publication. Creative Director Mirko Borsche continuously alters the
typeface selection. Number 42/2015 is a special edition on literature
and paper. The cover features eight different typefaces which have
been employed in this issue itself or during the year prior.
The main one in use throughout here is Aperçu (Colophon, 2010).
Body copy and headlines are set Bold in 8 pt. Where differentiation is
needed, it is solved by loosened tracking and capitalisation. Headings
are fully justified, filling the whole width of the format, subheads
follow in ragged-right alignment [fig. 12].
A lighter weight in 5 pt. is utilised for micro-sized uppercase captions, photo and author credits, generously spaced again as a means
of distinction rather than to improve legibility. Page numbering is
equally tiny, with fully justified figures or spelled out as part of the
folio at the bottom.

↓ fig. 14 Zeitverlag (ed.): Zeit Magazin
42/2015, Zeitverlag, München 2015;
Cover

↑ fig. 13 Zeit Magazin 42/2015, Cover
← fig. 12 Zeit Magazin 42/2015, p. 12-13 (100%)

↑ fig. 16 Zeit Magazin 42/2015,
p. 122 (100%)

→ fig. 17 Zeit Magazin 42/2015, p. 24-25
← fig. 15 Zeit Magazin 42/2015,
p. 24 (100%)

← fig. 18 Zeit Magazin 42/2015, p. 12
↓ fig. 19 Zeit Magazin 42/2015, p. 12-13 (100%)

↑ fig. 20 Zeitverlag (ed.): Zeit Magazin
42/2016, Zeitverlag & Co., München 2016;
Cover

For issue 42 of the subsequent year, Adobe Garamond was deployed
for the body copy, a recurring choice during the last years until today.
It is often combined with sans serif typefaces, in this case Dia [fig. 21].
It is a typeface inspired by two of the series of Lining Grotesque
fonts by Stephenson Blake, No. 6 and 9. A common approach nowadays
in sans serif typefaces is to design a wide range of weights and widths
to enable its usage in multiple sizes. Normal-width-Light to Bold
weights work well for text reading, more condensed or wider widths,
thinner and heavier weights are conceived to be well suited for display
purposes (e. g. Gotham). Smaller single-width-families try to include
interesting details perceivable in bigger sizes while not diverting
attention when set small.
Offering four weights Dia seems to belong into the second category.
Nonetheless it feels like a condensed demonstration of both concepts.
Regular and Bold are well suited for text sizes. The narrower Light and
considerably wider Black render its details more obviously and are
clearly intended for bigger sizes.
That is the way Dia is adopted here. Bold differentiates additional
info paragraphs, and interview questions from answers [fig. 16]. The
expressive Black headline/standfirst combo stands up to double-sided
lead images, is used for equally weighted page numbers [fig. 16], raised
lower case initials [fig. 18] and on the cover [fig. 20].

↑ fig. 21 Dia (Schick Toikka, 2014), Bold
and Black in use for Zeit Magazin 42/2016

↓ fig. 22 Libération, 10.4.2018, front page (100%)
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2.3.
Conclusions;
Seeking
Inspiration

The design envisioned after analysing news magazines was set to be a
sans serif family comprising of two members:
A typeface for informative or selective reading, characterised by
reading short texts and skimming for interesting snippets as it is
the case when browsing a magazine. It would also need to work well
in immersive reading, which describes a linear, concentrated reading
from beginning to end as with lengthy articles.14 A prerequisite for
the latter is a sober typeface not distracting from the content. My
research proves a concise setup from Light to Bold is usually sufficient
for body copy and folio from 8 to 14 pt. (easily optimisable for even
smaller sizes as well15).
On the other hand, there are manifold forms of headings, from
deck to display sizes – sometimes even on one page [fig. 1]: scraplines,
standfirsts, pull quotes and other sub-headlines together with a main
headline. Those require activating typography.16 Its primary concern
is not readability. It aims at stimulating to read, grab attention while
informing about the subject matter, compete with or assist large
images [fig. 17] and rival advertisement [fig. 19].
My plan was to enable expressive typography with a comprehensive
amount of contrasting weights, as well as different widths to allow an
editorial designer reacting to varying space situations. At the same
time it was important to keep in mind it had to be appropriate even in
the context of bad news, especially when accompanied by gruesome
images [fig. 22].
I still wanted it to be a grotesque and held onto this component of
my EsadType candidature. Humanist proportions or serifs are not by
default a legibility-improving feature17 and a superiority in this regard
of serif over sans serif typefaces is hardly supported by academic
legibility research.18 Indeed, we’ve come a long way since 1928, when
Jan Tschichold declared “the so-called ‘Grotesk’”19 as the only true
contemporary typeface category and foresaw its future refinement
during the 20th century in Die Neue Typografie. Since the modernist
period, readers were exposed to sans serif more and more, to such
a degree that they are familiar with them being used in almost every
context nowadays,20 news publishing on- and offline included (with
the exception of printed newspapers’ continuous text).
I set out to design a family of Text and Display, adhering to the
conventional sizing names. Nonetheless, I came to avoid using “optical
sizes” relating to my family designed to offer solutions for the scopes
of application described beforehand. The term is usually employed
to refer to specific adjustments for visual consistency across sizes,21
while I had figured out differentiation was a vital aspect in the news
publishing scenario. Tim Ahrens calls designs optimised for certain
typographic roles “purpose-specific”22, Christian Schwartz “conditionspecific”23. Both notions seem valid to me.

14 Jan Middendorp: Shaping Text, BIS
Publishers, Amsterdam 2012; p. 20
15 If there is need for a Micro version,
e. g. for captions or small additional info,
it would probably have to be structurally different. Both can be separated
from running text in other ways: by size,
colour, borders, or choosing another
typeface.
16 Middendorp: Shaping Text; p. 21
17 Sofie Beier: Reading Letters, designing
for legibility, BIS Publishers, Amsterdam
2012; p. 127
18 Middendorp: Shaping Text; p. 14
19 Jan Tschichold: Die Neue Typographie, Brinkmann & Bose, Berlin 1987; p. 75
20 Beier: Reading Letters; p. 129f
21 Ahrens, Mugikura: Size-specific
adjustments, p. 50
22 Ahrens, Mugikura: Size-specific
adjustments, p. 13
23 Christian Schwartz notes that “optical sizes for sans serif as a ‘marketing
gimmick’ will not pull, but there are
some needs for condition-specific type
design.” in:
Ahrens, Mugikura: Size-specific adjustments, p. 42
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Specimen
Diving into the history of early sans serif during the first semester
aroused my interest in German grotesque typefaces, especially those
published by Schelter & Giesecke around the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century. Its 1912 specimen contains two noteworthy
condensed ones which became my most important historic references
for both, Text and Display.
Schlanke Grotesk [fig. 23/24] probably dates back to 1882, when
it was featured in the May issue of the foundry’s own Typographische
Mitteilungen [typographic reports].24 Rounded forms flow deep into
the stems, the junctions are tapered and highly contrasted, most
obvious in bigger sizes. Schmale Grotesk [fig. 25] on the other hand
preserves a monolinear stroke with squarish letterforms.
The most important contemporary source was Libé [fig. 22/26]
by Jean-Baptiste Levée. It is an example illustrating one way how
to combine the most character defining elements of the grotesque

← fig. 23 Schlanke Grotesk
[thin grotesque] from:
J. G. Schelter & Giesecke: Hauptprobe,
1. Band, Schriften, Messinglinien, usw.,
Leipzig 1912

→ fig. 24 Antiques maigres étroites
[narrow meagre antiques], Schlanke
Grotesk [fig. 23] with a French naming
from:
J. G. Schelter & Giesecke: Catalogue
de caractères de labeur et de fantaisie,
initiales, filets en cuivre, coins, ronds,
ovales, etc., Leipzig 1907 (distributed
by Bonnel et Degener, Paris), p. 24

24 Referenced by Wolfgang Homola in
a typophile thread on “German Grotesks
and the origins of sanserif”, 25.4.2006
typophile.com/node/19482
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typefaces mentioned: A squarish appearance and generally lower
contrast letter shapes with highly contrasted joints. Furthermore, Libé
maintains a horizontal contrast. I wanted to examine if this feature
could also be introduced into Text weights successfully, as a means to
lead the eye across the line and improve legibility.

← fig. 25 Schmale Grotesk [narrow
grotesque] from:
J. G. Schelter & Giesecke: Hauptprobe,
1. Band, Schriften, Messinglinien, usw.,
Leipzig 1912

→ fig. 26 Libé ( Production Type 2015)
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3.1.
Designing
Redaktion
Text

Evolution of Text Regular
It was clear from the beginning that Light and Bold would be the
extremes of the concise Text weights setup [fig. 27]. I started with the
most commonly employed Roman Regular and entered the practical
stage by sketching grotesque typefaces digitally.
The goal was to get acquainted with this classification and explore
the spectrum in a rapid succession of designs, forcing myself to get an
impression with as little refinement as possible. Three examples from
a range of 15 were chosen for further consideration [fig. 28]: Version 2
for the unusually pronounced variation of stroke width in endings, joins
and contrast distribution. Version 10 for its squarish look, conveyed
by prolonged flat horizontal parts of arcs at the x-height and baseline,
which seemed to work well in running text proof. Version 12, being the
most convincing one, combining a horizontal contrast with lean, deep
conjunctions.
Merging elements from those three selected into one new design
[fig. 29] was an attempt at determining which of the elements were
combinable successfully. The outcome proved to be a proper point
of departure for the evolvement of Redaktion Text.
The thinned stroke endings felt inappropriate on the grotesque
skeleton and were eliminated [fig. 30], just like the horizontal contrast,
gradually during the process. The most important adjustment for
small sizes is often considered to be the reduction of stroke contrast.25
I wanted to verify this on my own, initiated a model highly contrasted
in certain parts and decreased it progressively. There is merely a hint
of it left in the current Regular. Intermediate steps influenced the Bold
later on, where I was able to retain more distinctly tempered junctions.
The deep incisions are a design decision inspired by Schelter &
Giesecke’s Schlanke Grotesk. While the white triangle defines the
instroke of the letter, there is no indication that it reduces legibility if
arcs and stems meet almost at the end,26 which would have allowed

Redaktion
Light

Redaktion
Regular

Redaktion
Italic

Redaktion
Medium

25 Ahrens, Mugikura: Size-specific
adjustments, p. 33
26 Ahrens, Mugikura: Size-specific
adjustments, p. 42

↓ fig. 27 Text weights matrix and design
space, mid January 2019; Black triangles
denote masters, dashed boxes show yet
missing Italic weights

Redaktion
Bold
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hamburpelonti
hamburpelonti
hamburpelonti
↑ fig. 28 Experiments from top to bottom:
Grotesk v.2, mid March 2018
Grotesk v.10, early April 2018
Grotesk v.12, early April 2018

↘ fig. 29 Text Regular, mid April 2018

Hamburgefontsiv
Hamburgefontsiv
↗ fig. 30 Text Regular, late April 2018

Grotesk v.2, mid March 2018 (10 pt.)

for even larger counter sizes. Apart from that, I increased these areas
wherever possible: by a large x-height, high shoulders, and more open
apertures. The theory developed by Gerard Unger,27 (without scientific
substantiation but common practice28) is that letting more light into
counters intensifies the dark colour of black parts against a letter’s
counter-shape, hence making it easier to read.
The flat horizontal parts of the arcs stabilise the x-height. Together
with the construction of connections they are the cause for asymmetrical counters where round shapes are attached to stems. Improved
distinguishability between rounded letterforms is a side effect.
Increased letterspacing as a counter measure against crowding29 in
small sizes is limited and brings letters further away from the fixation
point between saccades30. Nonetheless, the spacing of Redaktion Text
is rather wide. I aimed for a comfortable, evenly rhythm of black and
white to create a reading experience of greater ease, in line with the
intended usage sizes. Web typography is known to profit from this as
well and an adequately wide word space facilitates word definition,
playing a central role in guiding the reader to the next fixation location
in saccades in continuous reading.31
Testing was conducted throughout the process of refinement.
The sizes printed32 ranged from 8 to 14 pt., with occasional proofing of
sizes below and on screen33, down to 10 px.

27 Gerard Unger: While You’re Reading,
Mark Batty Publishers, New York 2007;
p. 120
28 Ahrens, Mugikura: Size-specific
adjustments, p. 36
29 Crowding: Standalone letters off
centre of gaze are seen better than in
word context at the same distance
Ahrens, Mugikura: Size-specific
adjustments; p. 31
30 Saccades: Rapid movement of eyes
in continuous reading, moving along the
line between phases of fixation
Beier: Reading Letters; p. 86
31 Beier: Reading Letters; p. 151ff
32 Mostly used printers: HP LaserJet 2015
with emulated and Xerox Phaser 6510 with
true Adobe PostScript3, 1200 dpi)
33 Testing-Page, multiple developers:
github.com/impallari/font-testing-page

Hamburgefontsiv
↑fig. 31 Text Regular, mid January 2019

Grotesk v.10, early April 2018 (10 pt.)

Grotesk v.12, early April 2018 (10 pt.)

rabatte arbitrium tene hauled dene-hole
rabatte
torarbitrium tene hauled dene-hole
rabatte tor
arbitrium tene hauled dene-hole torrential dionaea admit bee-bread dinner-pail
rential dionaea admit bee-bread dinner-pail
rential dionaea admit bee-bread dinner-pail
diminuendo interpreted hapten tunnel-net
diminuendo interpreted hapten tunnel-net
diminuendo interpreted hapten tunnel-net
imparl birled undermen bulletin nummulaimparl birled undermen bulletin nummulaimparl birled undermen bulletin nummulation boated detrimental daub torpedo-boat
tion boated detrimental daub torpedo-boat
tion boated detrimental daub torpedo-boat
qiqihar prooemium lunular huronian
qiqihar
unan-prooemium lunular huronian
qiqihar
unanprooemium lunular huronian unanimated bemoan enneahedral arereimated
tartare bemoan enneahedral arere
imated
tartarebemoan enneahedral arere tartare
bottle-blond olea minar tattier adenoid
bottle-blond olea minar tattier adenoid
bottle-blond olea minar tattier adenoid
air-bladder entoil tarred demannedair-bladder
motion
entoil tarred demanned
air-bladder
motion entoil tarred demanned motion
uh-uh oo ena patroon reboation detoured
uh-uh oo ena patroon reboation detoured
uh-uh oo ena patroon reboation detoured
harpoon photophone palliation ratu
harpoon
penmenphotophone palliation ratu
harpoon
penmen
photophone palliation ratu penmen

Text Regular, mid April 2018 (10 pt.)

Text Regular, late April 2018 (10 pt.)

Text Regular, mid January 2019 (10 pt.)

Vertical catting Atherinidae retributive
seven years after the popular uprising
Seven years after the popular upri
Truffaut directorship mambo univalency
against Libyan leader moammar gaddafi
against Libyan leader Moammar
Lubbock six-gun polarizers misreckon
andrethe nato intervention that removed
and the NATO intervention that
cension dew-claw epagogic kadi triduums
him from power, Libya is extremely
him
fractufrom power, Libya is extremel
weems indirect marles metempsychosis
red and a source of regional instability.
tured But
and a source of regional ins
curry-comb cytology sates eggs-and-bacon
while congress has heavily scrutinized
But while
the Congress has heavily s
reanswer prolusions nostology encurtained
attack on the American consulatethe
in Benattack on the American cons
subsided swazzles democratists gate-money
ghazi a year after gaddafi’s overthrow
Benghazi
and a year after Gaddafi’s
tamaraus Austrians top-knotted assibilations
death, there has been no u.s. investigation
and death, there has been no U.S.
bastioned saw-bucks boscages catamounts
into the broader question of whatgation
led theinto the broader question
discomfiting unpleasing cartwrights
u.s.
megaand its allies to intervene so disastrously
led the U.S. and its allies to interv
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Rutir handgloves
↑ fig. 32 Text Regular, mid May 2018

↘ fig. 33 Text Bold, early June 2019; original on top,
x-height 102%, letter-width 104% on bottom

putir handgloe
putir handgloe
Rutir handgloves
↗ fig. 34 Text Bold, mid January 2019

Rutir handgloves
↗ fig. 35 Text Regular, mid January 2019

x-height 100%, width 100% (10 pt.)

x-height 100%, width 102% (10 pt.)

x-height 102%, width 102% (10 pt.)

tag
adnation maintop balu maqui about
tag adnation maintop balu maqui
tag
about
adnation maintop balu maqui
about
radium
radium to end interline opponent
radium
Kein to end interline opponent
Kein to end interline opponent Kein
oedes
Quellwasser. Ich trinke Cidre, bloss
oedes Quellwasser. Ich trinke Cidre,
oedes
bloss
Quellwasser. Ich trinke Cidre,
bloss
diese Nacht. Waehrenddessen ohrenbediese Nacht. Waehrenddessen ohrendiese Nacht. Waehrenddessen ohrentaeubende
betaeubende Stille. X-tes Mal Ruhe
betaeubende
vorm.
Stille. X-tes Mal Ruhe
vorm. Stille. X-tes Mal Ruhe vorm
Um 21:30 faellt der blaugraue Vorhang.
Um 21:30 faellt der blaugraue Vorhang.
Um 21:30 faellt der blaugraue Vorhang.
Laerm:
Laerm: Die Gaeste applaudieren in
Laerm:
Erwar-Die Gaeste applaudieren in
Erwar-Die Gaeste applaudieren in Erwarbevor die Musik einsetzt.
haltung bevor die Musik einsetzt. haltung
Mein bevor die Musik einsetzt. tungshaltung
Mein
Spiel an
jenem abende exzessiv, kreuz
Spiel an jenem abende exzessiv, kreuz
Spiel an
und
jenem abende exzessiv, kreuz
und
quer ueber die New Yorker Theaterbueh
quer ueber die New Yorker Theaterbueh
quer ueber die New Yorker Theaterbueh
Hollywoodreif geradezu. Das Publikum
Hollywoodreif geradezu. Das Publikum
Hollywoodreif geradezu. Das Publikum

Evolution of Text Bold
I started from Text Regular and thickened the outlines, pursuing the
established practice of deviating a Bold, adding more weight inside
than outside, proportionally to a greater extent in the vertical direction
than horizontally. It is advisable to opt for a bolder look than one would
assume needed and I followed this approach. In order to generate a
Medium weight, the outlines of Regular and Bold had to be kept interpolatable anyway. It is therefore easy to create a lighter intermediate
instance if needed. Extrapolating a darker weight on the other hand
always accounts for more extensive reworking.
Setting the result together with Regular in body copy revealed
that the Bold appeared smaller in comparison. It is a well known problem caused mainly by the reduced counter size in the x-height, even
though I had aimed at minimising this effect opening the apertures by
changing the angles of stroke endings defining them [fig. 42].
To determine the right amount of adjustment required I initiated
a testing series [fig. 36]. This is possible already at an early stage,
with only 17 characters in this case. X-height and letter-widths were
scaled automatically in Robofont and subsequently edited. Ascender-,
descender- and cap-height remained unchained. I chose two percent
higher and four percent wider dimensions [fig. 33], equal to about
10/1000 units per em difference in both directions [fig. 37]. Spacing
was adapted not until afterwards.
The most noticeable overall change extending the character set
in the aftermath concerns the junctions of arcs and stems, where the
contrast ratio has been slightly lowered. The actual weight proved to
be a perfect distinctive fit for Regular (even after that became lighter
later on) and remained unchained.

↑ fig. 37 X-height Text Regular vs. Bold

← fig. 36 (series of 5) Early June 2018:
A test to find the Bold that matches
Regular best and is optically of the
tag adnation maintop balu maqui
tag
about
adnation maintop balu maqui
about
same x-height. Percentages for width
radium to end interline opponent
radium
Kein to end interline opponent
Kein
refer
to the original Bold letter-width
(without
changing spacing), percentoedes Quellwasser. Ich trinke Cidre,
oedes
bloss
Quellwasser. Ich trinke Cidre,
bloss
ages for x-height refer to the x-height
diese Nacht. Waehrenddessen ohrendiese Nacht. Waehrenddessen ohrenof Regular.
x-height 104%, width 102% (10 pt.)

chosen: x-height 102%, width 104% (10 pt.)

betaeubende Stille. X-tes Mal Ruhe
betaeubende
vorm.
Stille. X-tes Mal Ruhe vorm.
Um 21:30 faellt der blaugraue Vorhang.
Um 21:30 faellt der blaugraue Vorhang.
Laerm: Die Gaeste applaudieren in
Laerm:
Erwar-Die Gaeste applaudieren in Erwarhaltung bevor die Musik einsetzt. haltung
Mein bevor die Musik einsetzt. Mein
Spiel an jenem abende exzessiv, kreuz
Spiel an
und
jenem abende exzessiv, kreuz und
quer ueber die New Yorker Theaterbueh
quer ueber die New Yorker Theaterbueh
Hollywoodreif geradezu. Das Publikum
Hollywoodreif geradezu. Das Publikum
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Hug adhesion fly
↑ fig. 38 Text Regular, mid May 2018

↘ fig. 39 Text Light, mid September 2018

Hug adhesion fly
Hug adhesion fly
↗ fig. 40 Text Light, mid January 2018

Hug adhesion fly
Hug adhesion fly
Hug adhesion fly
↗ fig. 41 From top to bottom: Text
Regular, interpolated Medium, Bold,
mid January 2019

GG ää ss éé
↑ fig. 42 Stroke endings are similar in
Light and Regular but steeper in Bold

Evolution of Light and Italic
Just as with the Bold master, Text Regular served as the basis for
Light. It has been designed lighter than what I assumed to be a perfect
fit and removed more weight inside letters than outside [fig. 39]. The
process of finding the ideal horizontal and vertical proportions illustrated beforehand through the example of Bold [fig. 36] was repeated.
The thin connections needed to be levelled approximately to the
extent predominant in Regular over the course of the design process.
Thus, these parts became more stable in low point sizes, which lead
to a monolinear appearance.
Finishing a set of Light majuscules and minuscules in September
2018 finally enabled a first try at interpolating a Medium weight and
fine tuning the weights for the whole Text family. To complete the
finalised setup in January 2019 [fig. 40/41], Light became heavier.
Regular was interpolated between the Light and Regular master as
well and became lighter.
As Redaktion Display demanded a lot of attention during the last
semester, I was only able to finish the Italic matching Regular in time.
Regular outlines were the starting point anew, slanted by ten degrees
and manually edited thereupon [fig. 44]. The construction is oblique
but ‘a’ was exchanged for its one-, ‘g’ for its two-storey variant. In
the further course, I minimally narrowed the letterforms, updated the
weight to be on par with the final Regular [fig. 45] and extended the
character set to the same extent as the Roman styles.

Hug adhesion fly
↑ fig. 43 Text Regular, early November 2018

↘ fig. 44 Text Italic, early November 2018

Hug adhesion fly
Hug adhesion fly
↗ fig. 45 Text Italic, mid January 2019

3.2.
Designing
Redaktion
Display

↑ fig. 46 Experimental 3-axis variable
font Bipolar in FontView

Display prélude
Alongside their main project, EsadType students work on side ventures
instructed by the teachers. From the end of the first into the beginning
of the second semester, Mathieu Réguer conducted one of those,
aimed at conveying the basics of interpolation and possibilities of a
multi-axis variable font.
The assignment was to pick something unrelated to typography
and illustrate it with letterforms susceptible to manipulation. I named
my experiment Bipolar [fig. 47] and conceived a designspace trying
to translate mood fluctuations between manic, hypomanic and mixed
affective episodes [fig. 46] with letters interchanging between Light
and Bold ascending or descending the baseline.
The parameters also included open- and closeness, represented
respectively by the state of the apertures. Enforcing contours to merge
lead to a rather comical effect. Nonetheless, I wasn’t willing to abandon
this idea yet. The approach seemed to offer greater potential in even
bolder weights if limited only to certain characters like ‘a’, ‘e’, ‘g’ or ‘s’
and I intended to follow it up later on.

↙ ↓ fig. 47 Bipolar masters, mid April 2018
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hantuibloqe
hantuibloge

Developing the Display designspace
← fig. 48 Grotesk Display v.4, early May 2018

← fig. 49 Grotesk Display v.7, early June 2018

Hantigo
Hantuiblo
Hantuiblo
Hantuiblo
Hantuiblo
Hantuibloge

↑ fig. 50 Five weights to determine
the Black part of the design space and
limitations of interpolatability, early
October 2018
→ fig. 55 Display XXCondensed Thin

I knew from the beginning Redaktion Display would have to become
a typographic system, responding to the needs of news publishing’s
different kinds of headings with a variety of widths and weights.
Soon after I started by sketching unconnected ideas digitally (see
[fig. 48] as an example) I altered my approach. Through the specimen
collected I had an approximate idea of the condensed light corner of
the design space: Picking up the width of Schlanke Grotesk by Schelter
& Giesecke, monolinear except for thin joins, high raised shoulders,
and more pronounced in squarishness compared to Redaktion Text.
I feared that by starting from there I would run the risk of sticking
to the historic model too closely. Furthermore, I had no idea how
condensed a matching Black could actually become. Therefore,
I challenged myself to design a range of Black weights first, starting
from a promising exemplar with horizontal contrast [fig. 49]. I began
gauging this extreme of the designspace, exploring possible widths

[↙↓ fig. 51–55] The five masters shown,
resulting from the row of Black weights on
the left [fig. 50], are the status quo from
mid January 2019. In this case, the schema
purports the design succession, not the
Black weights’ actual state when the lighter
styles have been derived respectively.

↓ fig. 51 Display Normal Black

Hantuibloge
Hantuibloge
↑ fig. 52 Display Normal XLight

Hantuibloge
Hantuibloge

← fig. 53 Display Xcondensed Black

← fig. 54 Display XCondensed XLight
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Redaktion
XXCond
Thin
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Redaktion
XCond
Black

Redaktion
Cond
Black

Redaktion
Normal
Black

Redaktion
XCond
XBold

Redaktion
Cond
XBold

Redaktion
Normal
XBold

Redaktion
XCond
Bold

Redaktion
Cond
Bold

Redaktion
Normal
Bold

Redaktion
XCond
Medium

Redaktion
Cond
Medium

Redaktion
Normal
Medium

Redaktion
XCond
Regular

Redaktion
Cond
Regular

Redaktion
Normal
Regular

Redaktion
XCond
Light

Redaktion
Cond
Light

Redaktion
Normal
Light

Redaktion
XCond
XLight

Redaktion
Cond
XLight

Redaktion
Normal
XLight

[fig. 50], then narrowing them down. I deemed the two widest ones
interesting for their graphic qualities but they would be of little use in
an environment where headlines have to fit tightly.
The two weights chosen developed into Black masters for the
Normal and XCondensed width, from where I designed matching light
masters. The procedural method forming an understanding of my
designspace [fig. 56] is what Peter Bil’ak describes as the architect’s
approach.34 I started with a concept and evolved the system from the
outset, worked from top to bottom and continued by adjusting the
resulting masters simultaneously.
Keeping the workload manageable for the short time given until
the end of the EsadType programme, I didn’t include masters in the
middle of the Normal and XCondensed range. It would allow for even
thinner masters and enable me to balance intermediate instances
better. XCondensed XLight thus proved to be less condensed and thin
than Schlanke Grotesk. In early November 2018, the design vocabulary
was mature enough to preview an extension of the weight range with
XXCondensed Thin [fig. 55], which references it more obviously.
There is no space for the weight growth an XBold or even Black in
this width would require. At this end, my designspace reaches its limit,
like Univers’ Ultra Condensed [fig. 57]. With a Regular master inserted
into Redaktion Display, weights down to Hairline are conceivable for
the existing widths in the future, as well as a weight darker than Black
(up to Ultra) in a Wide expansion.

→ fig. 57 Matrix from a specimen for
Adrian Frutiger’s 21 initial Univers
weights (released 1957), with Ultra Condensed marked green
Deberny et Peignot, Paris 1964
https://ilovetypography.com/2012/04/11/
designing-type-systems/
← fig. 56 Display weights matrix and
design space, mid January 2019;
Black triangles denote masters, dashed
boxes show a selection of conceivable
extensions for the future

34 Peter Bil’ak: Designing type systems,
4.11.2012
ilovetypography.com/2012/04/11/designing-type-systems/
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↑ fig. 58 Condensing usually oval
letters requires straightening the
vertical segments

Cap height is on par
with ascender height

Our coverage of the
American government
shutdown in 2019

Lifted shoulders contribute to the
overall squarish curve construction,
intensified by the requirements of
narrow letters [fig. 58].

A character trait once applied to the bold starting bases [fig. 49/50]
had to be eliminated in the course of the design process. The horizontal
contrast was unmanageable in intermediate instances. Moreover,
it further complicated making another element work I wanted
to implement and regarded as a unique feature in Redaktion Display.
I had revisited my experiment of closing apertures and found out
it was actually possible without sacrificing legibility or evoking the
oversubscription from Bipolar, as long as it remained limited to XBold
and Black. The vertical contrast applied in the end helped as well.
Nonetheless, XCondensed XLight and the extremely space efficient
XXCondensed Thin turned out to be my favourite styles, in use for
headlines throughout this mémoire. I spent quite some time on their
thin parts but am unsure if the contrast is distinct enough or should
rather be reinforced.

Short descenders enable tight
linespacing, whereas the ascender
height leaves enough room for
adequate, unambiguous accents

Apertures of certain letters [fig. X] in
XBold and Black (shown) are closed by
descending or ascending stroke endings,
further enforcing boxyness

Our coverage of the
American government
shutdown in 2019

Figures are aligned with
cap/ascender height

A more equalised general letter width is
a prerequisite for narrow styles

Anatomy of Display: XXCondensed
and XCondensed widths

Gilets jaunes:
les ambiguïtés
d’un mouvement
Letter spacing in Black mirrors
counter shapes (no kerning yet)
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Anatomy of Display: Normal width
Closing apertures in Black enforced
steep stroke endings, a design element
pursued in lighter weights as well but
with a less steep angle.
Capitals in Display Normal are slightly
narrow compared to Redaktion Text,
though less uniform in general width
than in condensed styles.

SPIEGEL legt
Betrugsfall im
eigenen Haus
offen.
The Normal range allows for more letter
width variation in XLight and Black,
including the typical grotesque characteristic of rounded letters like ‘e’ being
wider than boxed-shaped ones like ‘n’.

Deep arches connect shoulders with
stems. The results are asymmetric
counters despite the vertical stress,
which becomes most obvious in lighter
styles across all widths.

↑ fig. 59 Usually oval letters actually
have round outer contours, whereas the
counters become more squarish with
weight gain

The Normal width took its final shape the latest. Getting the contrast
ratio right has been most challenging in this range and took a lot longer
than anticipated. The extended space available also left more room
to make erroneous decisions. It is probably the part of my family with
the most urgent need for further adjustments.
Just as with the other lightweight masters I regard the Normal
XLight spacing as preliminary. I changed their setups several times but
am still unsure if they match the tight spacing of Black masters and
submit to convincing results in the intermediate instances (like XBold
shown below, instead of Black).

Horizontal and vertical stroke endings
across Redaktion Display terminate flatly.
Only the arcs describing a half-circle like
in ‘a’ terminate in a sloped way.

This ‘t’-form appeared early in the
design process [fig. 49], but the dark
triangular shape at the top only
works in bolder weights.

May against
new Brexit
referendum
Weight distribution in bolder weights
has to vary at certain points. Especially
the forcedly closed ‘a’ and ‘e’ benefit
from a higher internal contrast. The
inner diagonals of ‘w’ become lighter to
not let the letter become too wide.
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↓ fig. 60 Core design space of Redaktion
Display in Superpolator

Interpolation workflow
The Redaktion family has been made using Frederik Berlean’s RoboFont. He encourages users to compile their own toolbox, to either write
scripts or extensions for certain steps in the design process or to use
ones conceived by others. I want to highlight two extensions most
crucial to my UFO3 interpolation working procedure.
Delorean [fig. 61] by CJ Dunn enabled me to check interpolatability
and always keep an eye on the intermediate instances while working
on the masters. It was irreplaceable in designing the alternate letters
necessary to making the closed counters happen in XBold and Black
[fig. 66].
Alexander Lubovenko’s Interpolation Tool [fig. 62] assumed the
task of calculating values and displaying corresponding weights
of interpolation methods, so I didn’t have to worry about the maths.
Erik van Blokland kindly provided an educational license for his
Superpolator during the last semester. In contrast to his open-source
RoboFont-extension DesignSpaceEdit, this standalone application
visualises multi-dimensional designspaces [fig. 60]. I used its output
to develop my own, to fine-tune masters, and write designspace-files
to batch-generate fonts via RoboFont.

↑ fig. 61 Delorean interpolation preview
of Redaktion Cond Display’s Black ‘a’ in
RoboFont 3.2

↓ fig. 62 Interpolation Tool with UFO2
file in RoboFont 1.8.4
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Interpolation
↘ fig. 63 Interpolation without rules

↘ fig. 64 Interpolation with rules:
surpassing 700 in weight changes the
letter used for interpolation from the
standard ‘e’ (top) to ‘e.alt’ (bottom)

700

0
XLight

60
Light

200
Regular

370
Medium

580
Bold

800
XBold

1000
Black

During the design process of Redaktion Text, interpolation has been
heavily used, mainly to determine the appropriate weights. Redaktion
Display on the other hand makes heavy use of interpolation for the
final core font space.
For an interpolation to work properly, the bézier objects have to
feature the same amount of on-curve points and contours with
a matching path direction. This is also true for the letters in Display,
which differ slightly in XBold and Black by closing some apertures
[fig. 66]. The problem is that an interpolation between closed and
open forms results in weird intermediate shapes. For example, the
open counter of the ‘e’ usually helps to differentiate clearly between
the so-called eye at the top of the letter and the stroke ending below.
It is necessary to steepen the latter’s angle when those elements
meet. In an interpolation without rules, this leads to unsatisfactory
results [fig. 63]. The solution is to introduce an alternative character
for means of interpolation for each of those specific letters.
In a digital designspace, weights are assigned numbers, XLight
being 0, Black being 1000. It is possible to set a rule. In this case, the
letter used for the interpolation changes when a weight of 700 is
surpassed [fig. 64]. The alternative letters are merely optimised for
this denouement, so I decided against offering the option to make
the alternative forms available via OpenType features.
Another problem caused by interpolating a big range of weights
(and widths) between far off masters is the difficulty to optically
correct x-heights (like in Redaktion Text). Tweaking with the aim to
align neighbouring weights as in FF Unit [fig. 69] might require a huge
difference between the lightest and darkest ones. This is noticeable
especially when they are used side by side [fig. 67], as for instance in
editorial design to create striking contrast. I followed the path of other
large sans serif families like Graphik [fig. 67] and didn’t implement this
type of optical correction in Redaktion Display [fig. 68].

GSaegs
GSaegs
GSaegs
GSaegs
↑ fig. 66 Letters that differ in closing
apertures: XCond/Normal XLight (top)
vs. XCond/Normal Black (bottom)

↑ fig. 67 left: Graphik Thin/Super
(Commercial Type, 2009) compared to
right: FF Unit Thin/Ultra (FontFont, 2003)

nn
↑ fig. 68 Redaktion Display XLight/Black

↙ fig. 69 FF Unit (Christian Schwartz,
Erik Spiekermann, FontFont 2003)
↘ fig. 65 Final interpolation of ‘e’
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Bold
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XBold
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Choosing the weights setup
↘ fig. 70 Linear interpolation

0
Light

200
Regular

400
Medium

600
Bold

800
XBold

1000
Black

↘ fig. 71 Luc(as) interpolation method

0
XLight

52
Light

128
SemiLight

240
Regular

405
Medium

646
Bold

196
Regular

370
Medium

580
Bold

802
XBold

1000
Black

↘ fig. 72 Impallari interpolation method

0
XLight

71
Light

The final weights setup for Redaktion Display didn’t happen before
December 2018. Until then, I had worked with linear interpolation,
where intermediate instances become fatter or lighter with a constant
gradient. I had been quite happy with the look and number of styles.
The step from Light to Regular was just too big a jump, though. There
was the need to insert at least one additional instance.
The most obvious way to go seemed to be the well established
Luc(as) distribution by Luc(as) de Groot. It is an interpolation theory
describing a formula for an exponential increase. The absolute
difference is small at first, but grows larger towards the end of the
spectrum, resulting in the relative visual difference to increase more
harmoniously [fig. 74]. It has often been noted that this method results
in many light weights,35 especially when the masters are far apart.
In my case, this would have meant three light weights, with a Regular
slightly too dark and a missing XBold [fig. 71]. I aimed for a lucid family
structure. Adding another weight to solve this issue was out of
question; adjusting it by hand would have been tedious.
The Impallari distribution proved to be a way out of this dilemma
[fig. 71] with only little final changes [fig. 72]. Impallari’s model offers
an option in between equal steps and the Luc(as) distribution. I was
able to retain what I had been most satisfied with, Regular, XBold and
Black. Light now sits on its proper place in the line-up. The changes
regarding Medium and Bold felt like an improvement and better in line
with the weight setup of Redaktion Text [fig. 75].

35 Rainer E. Scheichelbauer: Multiple
Masters, Part 3: Setting up Instances,
20.7.2015
glyphsapp.com/tutorials/multiple-masters-part-3-setting-up-instances

↑ fig. 74 Comparison of a linear and
proportional weight gain
lucasfonts.com/about/interpolation-theory/

1000
Black
↙ ↓ fig. 75 Each block: Text vs. Display,
aligned to the same x-height
(mid January 2019)

↘ fig. 73 Final interpolation, with a slightly
adjusted Impallari distribution

Redaktion Light
Redaktion Light

Redaktion Regular
Redaktion Regular

Redaktion Medium Redaktion Bold
0
XLight

60
Light

200
Regular

370
Medium

580
Bold

800
XBold

1000
Black

Redaktion Medium

Redaktion Bold
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4.
character
sets

Redaktion Text Regular
Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics

Latin lowercase diacritics

Russian Cyrillic uppercase

Russian Cyrillic lowercase

Figures
Punctuation
Symbols

Redaktion Text Italic
Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics

Latin lowercase diacritics

Redaktion Text

Figures
Punctuation

Redaktion Text Light
Redaktion Text Regular Redaktion Text Italic
Redaktion Text Medium
Redaktion Text Bold

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐŁÑÒÓÔÕÖØŒ
šẞÙÚÛÜÝŸŽÞ
àáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðłñòóôõöøœ
šßùúûüýÿžþ
абвгдежзийклмнопрстуфхцч
шщъыьэюяё
абвгдежзийклмнопрстуфхцч
шщъыьэюяё
0123456789
¡!¿?.,:;…'"‘‚’“„”‹›«»_-–—*()[]/|\
&%€$@←→↑↓↖↗↘↙

Symbols

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐŁÑÒÓÔÕÖØŒ
šẞÙÚÛÜÝŸŽÞ
àáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðłñòóôõöøœ
šßùúûüýÿžþ
0123456789
¡!¿?.,:;…'"‘‚’“„”‹›«»_-–—*()[]/|\
&%€$@←→↑↓↖↗↘↙
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Redaktion Text Light
Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics

Latin lowercase diacritics

Russian Cyrillic uppercase

Russian Cyrillic lowercase

Figures
Punctuation
Symbols

Redaktion Text Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐŁÑÒÓÔÕÖØŒ
šẞÙÚÛÜÝŸŽÞ
àáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðłñòóôõöøœ
šßùúûüýÿžþ
абвгдежзийклмнопрстуфхцч
шщъыьэюяё
абвгдежзийклмнопрстуфхцч
шщъыьэюяё
0123456789
¡!¿?.,:;…'"‘‚’“„”‹›«»_-–—*()[]/|\
&%€$@←→↑↓↖↗↘↙

Redaktion Text Medium
Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics

Latin lowercase diacritics

Russian Cyrillic uppercase

Russian Cyrillic lowercase

Figures
Punctuation
Symbols

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐŁÑÒÓÔÕÖØŒ
šẞÙÚÛÜÝŸŽÞ
àáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðłñòóôõöøœ
šßùúûüýÿžþ
абвгдежзийклмнопрстуфхцч
шщъыьэюяё
абвгдежзийклмнопрстуфхцч
шщъыьэюяё
0123456789
¡!¿?.,:;…'"‘‚’“„”‹›«»_-–—*()[]/|\
&%€$@←→↑↓↖↗↘↙

Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics

Latin lowercase diacritics

Russian Cyrillic uppercase

Russian Cyrillic lowercase

Figures
Punctuation
Symbols

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÁÂÃÄÅÆÇÈÉÊËÌÍÎÏÐŁÑÒÓÔÕÖØŒ
šẞÙÚÛÜÝŸŽÞ
àáâãäåæçèéêëìíîïðłñòóôõöøœ
šßùúûüýÿžþ
абвгдежзийклмнопрстуфхцч
шщъыьэюяё
абвгдежзийклмнопрстуфхцч
шщъыьэюяё
0123456789
¡!¿?.,:;…'"‘‚’“„”‹›«»_-–—*()[]/|\
&%€$@←→↑↓↖↗↘↙
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Redaktion Display

Redaktion Display XXCondensed Thin

Redaktion Display XXCondensed Thin

Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase

Redaktion Display XCondensed XLight
Redaktion Display XCondensed Light
Redaktion Display XCondensed Regular
Redaktion Display XCondensed Medium
Redaktion Display XCondensed Bold
Redaktion Display XCondensed XBold
Redaktion Display XCondensed Black
Redaktion Display Condensed XLight
Redaktion Display Condensed Light
Redaktion Display Condensed Regular
Redaktion Display Condensed Medium
Redaktion Display Condensed Bold
Redaktion Display Condensed XBold
Redaktion Display Condensed Black
Redaktion Display Normal XLight
Redaktion Display Normal Light
Redaktion Display Normal Regular
Redaktion Display Normal Medium
Redaktion Display Normal Bold
Redaktion Display Normal XBold
Redaktion Display Normal Black

Latin uppercase diacritics
Latin lowercase diacritics
Figures
Punctuation & symbols

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÂÄÇÈÉÊËÎÏÔÖẞÙÛÜŸ
àâäçèéêëîïôößùûüÿ
0123456789
.,:;…¡!¿?'"‘‚’“„”‹›«»_-–— ( ) [ ]/\€$

Redaktion Display XCondensed XLight
Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics
Latin lowercase diacritics
Figures
Punctuation & symbols

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÂÄÆÇÈÉÊËÎÏÔÖŒẞÙÛÜŸ
àâäæçèéêëîïôöœßùûüÿ
0123456789
.,:;…¡!¿?'"‘‚’“„”‹›«»_-–— ()[]/\%€$

Redaktion Display XCondensed Black
Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics
Latin lowercase diacritics
Figures
Punctuation

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÂÄÇÈÉÊËÎ ÏÔÖÙÛÜŸ
àâäçèéêëî ïôößùûüÿ
0123456789
.,:!‘‚’“„”-–
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Redaktion Display Condensed XLight
Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics
Latin lowercase diacritics
Punctuation

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÂÄÇÈÉÊËÎ ÏÔÖÙÛÜŸ
àâäçèéêëî ïôößùûüÿ
.,:!‘‚’“„”-–

Redaktion Display Normal XLight
Latin uppercase

Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics
Latin lowercase diacritics
Punctuation

Redaktion Display Condensed Bold
Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics
Latin lowercase diacritics
Punctuation

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÂÄÇÈÉÊËÎ ÏÔÖÙÛÜŸ
àâäçèéêëî ïôößùûüÿ
.,:!‘‚’“„”-–

Redaktion Display Normal Bold
Latin uppercase

Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics
Latin lowercase diacritics
Punctuation

Redaktion Display Condensed Black
Latin uppercase
Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics
Latin lowercase diacritics
Punctuation

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÂÄÇÈÉÊËÎ ÏÔÖÙÛÜŸ
àâäçèéêëî ïôößùûüÿ
.,:!‘‚’“„”-–

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
xyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÂÄÇÈÉÊËÎ ÏÔÖÙÛÜŸ
àâäçèéêëî ïôößùûüÿ
.,:!‘‚’“„”-–

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
xyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÂÄÇÈÉÊËÎ ÏÔÖÙÛÜŸ
àâäçèéêëî ïôößùûüÿ
.,:!‘‚’“„”-–

Redaktion Display Normal Black
Latin uppercase

Latin lowercase
Latin uppercase diacritics
Latin lowercase diacritics
Punctuation

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvw
xyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ÀÂÄÇÈÉÊËÎ ÏÔÖÙÛÜŸ
àâäçèéêëî ïôößùûüÿ
.,:!‘‚’“„”-–
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5.
Closing
notE

I had some experience designing type before entering the EsadType
programme. Some of my practical knowledge has been self-taught,
so my intention for applying was guided by the wish to extend my
know-how. I acquired some python scripting basics and learned a lot
about type cooker sketching, font building and drawing better bézier
curves.
The teachers pushing me to dare designing a multi-width Display
pulled me outside my comfort zone. It induced a leap of understanding of interpolation and typeface family structure that would not have
been thinkable otherwise. The most challenging part was probably
working on multiple master weights at the same time, so reliant on
each other for the whole thing to function properly. I fell into and
dragged myself (or was being dragged) out of the pitfalls of software,
again with support by the teachers.
I am a bit disappointed that this hindered me from making the
character sets more complete and tackle more oblique styles. I am
looking forward to letting the project rest for a little time. If I still wish
to continue with it afterwards and people not involved in the process
regard the concept as original, I might try to finish it with the help of
others.
Potentially, this includes the Cyrillics. I had designed them for the
Text weights in preparation of a 3-days-workshop in early December
2018, conducted by Ilya Ruderman. I was able to implement his corrective comments and have more complete character sets exceeding
the ones supporting the Russian alphabet in the making. I decided
against showing them here, for their lack of refinement. The same is
true for an incomplete Black Display weight, which has been drawn
rather hastily on the last day of the workshop when the Normal Black
I started from hadn’t been final.
A lauding note on the course structure to conclude: I had originally
intended to gain insights into designing Arabic or Hebrew script but
abandoned this undertaking. EsadType’s duration of three semesters
offered me another possibility. I applied for a Google Summer of Code
scholarship and three months of summer vacation in 2018 enabled me
to work on the required project, extending a Google font with a Greek
character set under mentorship by Irene Vlachou and former EsadType
student Emilios Theofanous. Fellow students were able to intern at
foundries during the holidays. I think that the schedule with room for
these kinds of further extracurricular education is an advantage over
comparable one-year-programmes.
Thank you for those 16 months, giving me the opportunity to study
type design in France.
Goodbye EsadType.
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